The Random Walk is considered to be a tool trying to explain the characteristic of movement of prices in the financial markets. It can also be seen in the form of a trial to demonstrate the non-predictability of future changes in the financial markets through reliance on the characteristics identified based on past price changes. In this paper used is the variance-ratio test initiated by Lo and MacKinlay to test the Random Walk Hypothesis for a more recent data of eleven Stock Indexes, seen as main indexes of the current market.
INTRODUCTION
As any investor would wish to be able to predict the movement direction of some asset price, the Random Walk Hypothesis argues it not to be a realistic option. Just as the name itself suggests, the assumption of the Random Walk Hypothesis (RWH) is that the prices experience change (walk) in an unpredictable direction and measure. The expected return should remain the same, and the covariance between any two separate returns should always be 0. The initiator of the RWH was [1] .
Informationally Efficient Market defines a market where all the relevant information that impacts the price of a financial instrument is available to everyone at no additional cost. The efficient market hypothesis (EMH) states that all the share prices are a reflection of its relevant information, whereby the stocks trade at the price they are worth. As such, no investor can outperform the market, whether by buying an undervalued share or by selecting the timing, instead, the only way to consider a higher return is by taking investment with higher risk. The weak form efficiency, also known as a random walk, corresponds to the situation where the data of past changes in price and the volume of trade have no impact on the current stock prices.
The weak-form efficiency of a market is frequently checked, in the existing literature of financial markets, within the framework of the random walk hypothesis. References [2] and [3] considered the Random Walk as a tool trying to explain the characteristic of movement of prices in the financial markets. It can also be seen as somewhat a trial to demonstrate the non-predictability of the future direction of price in the financial markets through reliance on the characteristics identified based on the previous changes.
As explained by Ref. [4] , the price should follow a random walk since its changes take place as a reaction to new information in the market. Accordingly, just as the news itself, the price should be unpredictable. The initiator of the academic research on the random walk hypothesis was [5] , who demonstrated that the Informationally Efficient Market should have unpredictable future price changes. On the other hand, Grossman and [6] argue on the actual cost of getting the market information, while explained was the effect of trading costs by [7] .
Reference [8] puts it that the level of the market efficiency should match with its randomness in a change of prices, as such the most efficient market should have unpredictable random changes. Reference [9] concluded that the markets should be less distant from a random walk benchmark when markets are more liquid, mainly due to the arbitrage.
On the other hand, rejection of the random walk hypothesis would imply an impact of market shocks on a long period through affecting the macroeconomic outcomes. Such kind of research, about market-shocks longrun effects, was done by among others Refs. [10] , [11] , and [12] . Similarly, it would contradict the Volatility Clustering characteristic that substantial single-period changes in prices are more likely to be followed by significant changes. The first to report the volatility clustering was by [13] and [14] and later confirmed by numerous studies including [15] , [16] , and [17] .
Initiators of the variance-ratio test as the method for hypothesis testing were Lo and MacKinlay [18] , where they tested the US Indices market using the weekly data from 1962 to 1985. Their conclusion was rejecting the random walk hypothesis. As for European markets, Worthington and Higgs included twenty countries in their research [19] , where among the included sixteen developed markets only five (Germany, Ireland, Portugal, Sweden, and Britain) complied with the RWH. The emerging markets have previously been tested by Ayadi and Pyun for Korea [20] , by Huang for eight selected Asian markets [21] , as well as [22] by Urrutia for four Latin American markets of Argentina, Brazil, Chile, and Mexico. As in Ref. [23] for Taiwan, Chang and Ting analyzed the weekly price movements from 1971 to 1996 of the (TAIEX) Taiwan stock market index, using the Lo and MacKinlay variance-ratio test, rejecting the Random Walk Hypothesis.
Reference [24] studied the Istanbul Stock Exchange daily data for a sample of 20 stocks over the four-year period from the beginning of 1988 until the end of 1991, concluding that equity prices did not follow a random walk, through carrying the tests on independence, randomness, and normality. Ref. [25] rejected the random walk hypothesis for Jordan, Morocco, Egypt, Israel, and Turkey. Covered were five Eastern European countries by Smith and Ryoo, including Greece, Hungary, Poland, Portugal, and Turkey throughout the 1990s using the weekly data, where Istanbul Stock Exchange National-100 Index was the only one not to reject the hypothesis. [26] , using the weekly price of 73 different equities for the period between Feb.1988 till October 1994, rejecting the random walk hypothesis. Similar outcome of rejecting the random walk hypothesis was reached by Awad and Daraghma for the Palestinian Securities Market [27] . Similarly, using non-parametric tools, reference [28] rejects the random walk hypothesis for both the Dubai Financial Market (DFM) and the Abu Dhabi Securities Market (ADSM).
Dockery and Kavussanos researched Athens market
It might also be worth mentioning that the analyzed data includes the period of the two years of the global financial crises (2008) (2009) , which according to the reference [29] should not have influenced the random walk behavior.
METHODOLOGY
Considering the time series of the return r, and an interval of k-periods, then under Random Walk Hypothesis (RWH) the expected value of single-period-returns should be constant, and their distribution should be uncorrelated, such that (1) Accordingly, the best forecast is seen to be the mean value or , so for the next period forecast of return (2) The optimal solution would be the pair of and . In other words, the mean value of return is the best optimal forecast for any future period, and any deviation from that would increase the measure of error. Assuming the mean of returns being stationary ensures the consistency in the estimates of the autocorrelations of returns samples.
RANDOM WALK TEST
Relying on [30] , used is the following method of testing the random walk hypothesis through reliance on the variance-ratio.
Considering the returns to be stationary, the return variance for two periods , is calculated based on the variance of each of the two periods; where considering a single period variance of then (3) Given the returns being stationary, and subsequently, the time does not affect variance, and then the Eq. (3) can be simplified as
Where the represents the first lag autocorrelation of two single-period returns. As such, the calculation of the two-period variance ratio VR (2) is .
In case of the random-walk-hypothesis holding, the autocorrelation would be equal to zero, and hence the variance ratio of two consecutive periods .
For N periods, then as covariance=0, their variance would be equal to the sum of the N single period variances,
Accordingly, the Variance Ratio, with the random walk hypothesis holding, would be (7) Otherwise, if the random walk hypothesis does not hold, then, as covariance differs from zero, it is included in the calculation of the N-periods Variance (8) While in practice, the proper estimation can be done by (9) Simplified double summation in Eq. (8) for provides the Variance Ratio to be (10) Calculation of such Variance Ratio, which supposes RWH not to hold, provides a tool for testing the correctness of Random Walk Hypothesis. The more distant the VR is from the value of 1, the stronger the argument becomes for rejecting the RWH. Taken are the following estimates with the assumption that RWH is true. By accurately approximating the variance of corresponding to the equation (10), the same can be considered to be a good approximation of the variances of the preceding N-1 autocorrelations of . Estimation of is done by
The reliable approximation of is attained through the kurtosis value of returns, k, in addition to the autocorrelations of .
The same is then used to estimate variance-ratios multiplied by the sample size of n, based on the selected value of N, by
As a final point, the sample variance ratio estimated standardized distribution, whose estimation is dependent on the sample size n, and calculated by Eq. (15), which is used to determine the random-walk hypothesis.
TESTING THE SELECTED INDEXES DATA
Among the conditions for the reliability of the test is that 'n/N' be as large as possible, while preferably more than one hundred. Available is a more detailed study on the efficiency of analyzing the variance-ratio in [31] , [32] , and [33] . Campbell et al. (1997) .
Figure 1. Variance Ratio Test for DAX
The calculation was done using the Microsoft Excel, and the daily closing price of the 11 selected Stock Indexes. Figure 1 , shows the calculation sheet of excel, and its main outcomes for the German Index of XETRA DAX. The V (1), or single period variance, calculates the variance of the set of daily returns. The V (N), which is the variance of returns for N periods, would be estimated using the equation (9) . Finally, the Variance Ratio (VR), gets calculated by dividing multiple-periods-variance V(N) by a single period variance V (1) and then dividing that result by N.
As Excel provides the option to get the value of Kurtosis, it is used to calculate the corresponding value of the daily returns. The returns kurtosis is to be used to estimate the amount of through using the Eq. (13) . Then the equation (14) is used to determine the variance of n variance-ratios. As the final step, those previously calculated are used to estimate the standardized distribution using Eq. (15) .
Practical application of the same calculation process was using around ten years of daily data of closing price of 11 different Stock Indexes. Collected were the historical data of daily closing prices of those indexes through Google Finance. Those include four American Indexes of Standard & Poors 500, NASDAQ, Dow Jones Industrial, and New York Stock Exchange Composite Index (NYA). Added to that list are four European Indexes of British "The Financial Times Stock Exchange" FTSE100, French "Cotation Assistée en Continu" CAC40, German DAX, and Spanish IBEX35. Moreover, analyzed are three Asian Indexes of Japanese Nikkei, Chinese HANG SENG, and Indian BSE30.
4. RESULTS Table 1 shows the calculated values of a single period variance V(1), five periods variance V(5), the VarianceRatio (VR), as its name suggests, is the ratio between the first two calculated as V(5)/[5 x V(1)], and finally the standardized distribution estimation . Finally added to the table is the kurtosis value of returns, describing each group spread from zero. As in all cases, the sample size n includes more than 2600 daily returns, as such, for the values of N=5, and N=10 it can be considered reliable, since having n/N=260, which is higher than 100. Correspondingly, the conclusions do not change by the change of N value from 5 to 10, despite change in the measures of both the calculated outcomes of variance ratio VR and resultant .
These results show that indexes of DAX, IBEX35, HANG SENG, BSE30, and Nikkei do not reject the hypothesis of a random walk with a significance level of 0.05, as the values for each of them falls within the symmetric range of the standard normal distribution, between -1.96 and 1.96, covering the confidence level of 95%.
On the other hand, the daily returns of all four American indexes of S&P500, DJI, NYA, and NASDAQ100 variance-ratio tests provide their value outside the favored range. In all four cases, it occurred to be less than -1.96 and accordingly conclusive of rejection of the random walk hypothesis. Likewise, the remaining two European indexes of French CAC40 and British FTSE100 reject the random walk hypothesis.
Just in parallel to the outcomes of random walk hypothesis testing with N=5, taking into consideration ratio of ten trading days to one trading day (N=10), as shown in Table 2 , conclusions of rejecting or not the hypothesis were entirely the same. The only noticeable differences are their values of the variance ratio VR (5) versus VR (10), as well as the standardized distribution of theirs compared to .
While Bombay Stock Exchange (BSE30) is the only of studied indexes to have variance ratio VR(5) greater than one, all the covered Indexes have the VR(10) less than one, they also show the variance ratio value decreasing, that is VR(5)>VR(10) for every of those indexes. Interestingly, categorization of the indexes outcomes is possible geographically, by the continent belonging of each index. As for the American indexes, the increasing value of N from N=5 to N=10 moves the -value closer to the confidence interval (having z values between -1.96 and 1.96), whereas all four of them are negative, it increases in value. The opposite holds for European indexes, as the negative values of instead move further from zero, decreases in value. The Asian indexes respond to the change of N, from the value 5 to that of 10, in parallel with the European indexes.
CONCLUSION
The random walk hypothesis suggests that price movement in a stock market does not relate in any way to the past changes. It also indicates that future price can't be forecasted mathematically, by relying on historical information. This paper analyses how much the hypothesis holds in different markets, analysing their stock indexes as reliable indicators.
Rejection of the random-walk-hypothesis, based on the daily closing price from the beginning of 2006 until mid-2016, can be confirmed for two of four analyzed European indexes of CAC40 and FTSE100, as well as for all four American indexes included in this study (SP500, NASDAQ, DJI, and NYA). On the other hand, German DAX, Spanish IBEX35, and all three Asian Indexes of Japanese Nikkei, Chinese HANG SENG, and the Indian BSE30 do not reject the RWH for both of the considered values of N=5, and N=10.
An interesting finding of this paper is that all the tested US Indexes fail to accept the random walk hypothesis, given its being the market with the highest volume of trade. Other methods of testing the RWH are to be studied, and accordingly, the same set of indexes and the outcomes of this paper are to be analyzed further by using alternate methods, other than the variance-ratio.
